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ABSTRACT
This project addresses how to identify and explore 
the essential features of a high school website that make 
it a useable tool for the community it serves. It was 
completed by comparing the current websites of all of the 
high schools in Riverside County, California.
The Internet has given schools the ability to 
communicate with parents, prospective employees, and 
anyone interested in the happenings of a particular 
school. With the rise in Internet use in American 
households, it is important to look to the future of high 
school web pages to have the important and relevant 
information available to the community when it is needed.
This project will serve as a template for webmasters 
old and new to use as a guide in delivering the most 
relevant and needed information to the public who will be 
accessing their sites. Guidelines, ideas, and tips are 
included to help webmasters create a new site, or overhaul 
an old one.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND 
Introduction
This project addresses how to identify and explore 
the essential features of a high school website that make 
it a useable tool for the community it serves. It was 
completed by comparing the current websites of all of the 
high schools in Riverside County, California. This project 
is important because it helped to establish key 
communication aspects that must be in place to make a high 
school website effective for the community's needs. Data 
was collected and analyzed via surveys and a spreadsheet 
table was kept of the websites to determine the important 
aspects that needed to be in place on current sites in 
order for them to be effective. As the Internet continues 
to proliferate as a tool of the masses, educational 
leaders must continue to recognize the need in the 
community setting and "at the same time the Internet is 
increasingly becoming the first and preferred source of 
information for many of us" (Warlick, 1998, p.l). In the 
future, the Internet may be the primary information source 
for education, and this study was designed to help 
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educators to prepare for the communication needs of that 
time.
Statement of the Problem
The current problems associated with high school 
websites are many. One of the biggest problems is lack of 
daily updated information. High school websites are 
generally updated by a staff member who receives little or 
no compensation for the time they spend working on the 
site. One of the keys to utilizing the website as a 
communication tool between the school and the community is 
keeping the information updated and functional. If it is 
not there, then the community may ignore the use of the 
website as a source of information altogether. Another 
problem associated with this study is lack of funding for 
the technology or training for the webmasters to properly 
build a useful site. Webmasters who have not been trained 
well enough, or are receiving on the job training manage 
many of the sites. Other issues include time conflicts, 
costs of webspace, and a lack of Internet use by parts of 
the general public. There is also a lack of specific 
information pertaining to what really needs to be on a 
high school site to make it functional and useable. The 
goals of this study were set up to resolve some of these 
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issues, especially regarding what needs to be in place on 
the website. This information will definitely help an 
untrained Webmaster create something more than what they 
would have without the information found here.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this study is to find and analyze data 
that can help high schools create websites that are more 
useful for their students, staff, and community. There is 
a need in the educational community to have a blueprint 
for an educational tool (website), that allows students, 
parents, and school officials the opportunity to quickly 
and decisively share important information in an arena 
available to all and available 24 hours a day. The future 
use of the Internet as a communications tool between 
schools and community is shown by James E LaPorte when he 
writes, "Just as the transition away from fountain pens, 
slide rules, and handwriting caused a change in behavior 
on our part, so does the use of the Web as a scholarly 
resource" (LaPorte, 1999, p.l). Using this study, 
designers are able to apply the findings to building 
websites that work for their student populations, and the 
communities which they service. Now that there is a set 
understanding of the information needs of a high school 
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website via this study, future generations are able to 
take this information to best serve their community 
populations.
Research Questions
Question: What information is needed on a high school's 
website, to make it a useable communication tool between 
the high school and the community it services?
> Sub Question #1 - What types of communication 
channels are already in use between high schools 
and students, and between the school and the 
parents/community?
> Sub Question #2 - What are key components 
included in high school websites developed by 
other schools?
> Sub Question #3 - What procedures for 
maintaining and updating a website are most 
successful?
> Sub Question #4- What suggestions and 
recommendations are there for a useful school 
website?
Significance of the Project
This project is significant to the education 
community, because it helps to define a set of problems 
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within the community, and looks at the data with 
suggestions on how to solve those communication problems. 
Communication lines between the school and the community 
need to be as open as possible for all children to receive 
the highest education possible. This study was designed 
with that in mind. All of the data revealed by this study 
should be used to help webmasters and schools more 
effectively communicate with the people they really need 
to communicate with the most, their parents, teachers, and 
student populations.
Limitations
A limitation of the study is in its data collection, 
which was a comparison analysis between the 45 high school 
websites in Riverside County. It is hoped that future 
studies might include surveys of webmasters, parents, and 
staff.
Another limiting factor is that a school website is 
a dynamic, ever-changing document. Depending on the time 
of year research is completed; a school site may or may 
not have certain information available. The data for this 
study was compiled at the end of the 2003-04 school year, 
and that may account for certain researched items being 
available and other items not.
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Definition of Terms
The following terms are defined as they apply to the 
proj ect:
Communication - A linear process in which a sender creates 
a message and sends it through a channel to a 
receiver, who interprets the message and replies.
Community - For the purpose of this project, the community 
is the students, parents, and interested parties of 
the high school that they website represents.
ESLRs - Expected School-wide Learning Results for every 
California High School.
High School - For this study, a high school represents a 
regular education high school from Riverside County, 
California.
Internet - The networks of the world Interconnected via 
the World Wide Web.
Mission Statement - A school's expectation for the student 
body to work towards achieving.
Navigation Bar - A set group of links that appear on each 
page of a website to increase easy of movement 
throughout the site.
SARC - School Accountability Report Card that shows 
pertinent school data.
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Webmaster - The person in charge of the day to day 
maintenance and construction of a website.
Website - A collection of webpages that are tied together 
via a domain on the Internet.
WWW (World Wide Web) - A protocol developed by Tim Burners 
Lee that defines how data can be transferred between 
networked devices.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The communication age is here, and it has brought 
education to the next level. Students are no longer 
confined to old libraries with outdated books that they 
fumble through to find useful information. Technology has 
brought about many different changes, most of which have 
led to faster, smoother, and easier ways to communicate 
with the people around us. Cell phones, pagers, 
Blackberries, nation wide walkie-talkies, and the Internet 
have all led to instant communication, and the sharing of 
data in the blink of an eye. The Internet plays a very key 
role in the continuance of future communication 
improvements in education. As parents, students, and 
school staff catch Up with the capabilities of the 
Internet in terms of offering fast and effective 
communication between all parties involved, the need for 
improved speed and more valuable information also 
increases. As a school community, students and parents 
have a need to access key information from the school 
instantly, giving them the ability to have an open 
communication process between them and the school. The 
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topic of communication between school and community raises 
this question: What is the necessary information that must 
be included in a high school website, in order to make it 
an effective communication tool for its community? To find 
the answer to this question, the literature of how to 
design a website, how to communicate, the importance of 
that communication, and the roles that websites play must 
be explored. Each one of these areas helps to explain what 
types of criteria must be considered when constructing a 
successful site.
Website Design
Nebres (1995) has shown in his online guide, The 
Elements of a Good Website, that a good site design is 
critical in the usability of a website for its community. 
He shows that the developer must have an understanding of 
the population served by the site, the types of 
information needed to make it effective to the community, 
and a continued updating to keep it as a useful 
communications tool. LaPorte (1999) discusses in his 
journal article From Inkwells to an Electronic Learning 
Community, the importance of progression in technological 
history to support the future uses of the Internet for 
research and communication. He establishes the need for
9
the current generation of adults to embrace the youth's
use of the new technological advances in the educational 
system. Incorporating the high school website into this 
fundamental idea will lead to the possibility of improved 
communication between educators, parents, and students. 
LaPorte shows the struggle between past and present in 
this quote:
The current status of the World Wide Web is 
leading to situations that are analogous to 
these earlier examples. When my students first 
turned in writing assignments with sources cited 
that were exclusively from the Web, it alarmed 
me. My thoughts led me to feel that I needed to 
place some control on the extent to which I 
would allow my students to use the Web as a 
reference for their writings. When I honestly 
analyzed my feelings, though, I realized that I 
was a bit jealous about how little time it took 
them to do background research for a paper they 
were writing compared to what I had to endure. I 
wanted them to use the library, just as I had 
been required to do. (p.l)
LaPorte is showing a fundamental shift in the 
thinking of educators, and how important the web is and is 
going to be in the future. Preparing a site that is useful 
to a now Internet savvy society is a very important task.
A blueprint for a good high school website is needed.
Michael Ruffini (2001) asks many important questions in
his journal article Blueprint to Develop a Great Web Site, 
that help a web designer look at the important aspects of 
the site for the end user. An example of these questions 
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would be; "What is your website's target audience" (p.l)? 
It is very important in the design phase of any website, 
that a person asks this question. In the case of a high 
school's website, we already know that the target audience 
includes the students, teachers, parents and relatives, 
school staff, and prospective teachers. Using the answer 
to Ruffini's question as a basis for our target audience 
should allow for increased usefulness for our site.
Ruffini also explains design concepts when he writes; "The 
design and development of a Web site encompasses the 
elements of the sites' navigation structures, design 
principles, homepage and page construction and graphics" 
(p.2). Having a strong design, that includes an easy to 
use navigation structure along with a well-organized 
sequence, allows the end user to effectively find the key 
information that they are looking for on the site. This is 
backed by the web design literature published by Lynch and 
Horton (1999) and the Trace Center at the University of 
Wisconsin (2004), when they describe the key elements for 
a basic website to be effective.
Importance -of Online Communication
As online communication and learning continues to 
rise to a widely accepted level, teachers must adapt to 
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the new styles of teaching that they must learn to 
effectively use it. Online classes and communication from 
the teacher to the student needs to be clear and concise, 
as many of the face-to-face communication tools people use 
to determine what is really being said are not there. 
David Jonassen (1999) writes of the importance of online 
communication as possibly helpful in that authors of 
electronic mail and other messages must take more time to 
clearly communicate what they are trying to convey. This 
is extremely important to take into consideration when 
designing a high school website that people will be using 
to communicate through. What is it that the web designer 
is trying to say to the community? How will the community 
take what is expressed? Is there an outlet to question the 
designer? Another major factor to consider is the 
generation gap between users of the website. Grandparents, 
■parents, and students will all have a different outlook on 
what they need to find on the site for the communication 
to actually be effective. Don Tapscott (1998) writes: "If 
we accept the generation lap, we can take steps to closing 
the generation gap. Children are authorities - let's live 
with it and learn from them" (p.51). It is important to 
recognize that a lot of the information being shared on a 
high school website will be translated for parents by the 
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students themselves. This means that the overall reading 
level of the documentation on the site cannot be extremely 
difficult or it may fail to reach its intended target. 
Along those same lines, race plays a factor in to when 
children come into contact with technology, and how much 
time they spend using it, as pointed out by Adams (2 002) . 
Although the digital divide has closed in the last few 
years between whites and other races, Joel Spring (1997) 
clearly shows that it still exists and is affecting many 
schools ability to completely and effectively communicate 
with their communities. A lot of the old fashioned types 
of communication, including phone, paper, and mail are 
still used in areas that the Internet is not a mainstay 
communication tool. Does this mean that the idea of a 
worthwhile site as a communication center between the 
school and the community should not be pursued? The answer 
would seem to be no. Spring (1997) also shows that most 
government policies that have been passed in regards to 
wiring schools for the Internet, have helped close the 
digital divide, and thus should allow for more sites to 
become a useful tool for those in the community. Another 
factor that has allowed for the Internet to continue 
expanding as a communication tool is the personal 
computer. Kiesler (2000) shows that the personal computer 
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has proliferated in the homes of many Americans, and 
according to Jonassen (1999) and Wellman (2002) it has 
allowed for technology to form a learning partnership with 
the parents and the teachers of the children of the 
community. With current computer prices in the affordable 
range compared to years past, it is not difficult to see 
how all groups of people have been able to buy and begin 
to use the PC.
What is Communication?
One of the main areas of research that is important 
to this study is communication. What is meant when we use 
the word communication? Johnson (2003) describes 
communication as: "A linear process in which a sender 
creates a message and sends it through a channel to a 
receiver, who interprets the message and replies" (p.124). 
This definition shows that in order to create solid 
communication between a school and the community, the 
school must form a message that it is trying to send, and 
the community must look to interpret that message. It is 
clear that if the wrong messages are sent, that the school 
will fail to deliver the proper educational setting for 
the community, or that the receivers of the messages will 
need to ask for clarification. How does all of this tie 
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into a website for the school? If the messages sent on a 
high school website are not clear, and the information is 
outdated or invalid, then the purpose of the website is 
damaged. Aitken and Shedletsky (2003) propose that human 
communication on the Internet is expanding and changing 
the way our society functions. Bill Gates (1998) suggests 
that as more people begin to live a web lifestyle (that is 
- using the web as their first source of information), our 
whole society changes to offer more ways to support that 
lifestyle. Cyber cafes, libraries, and bookstores have 
looked to the Internet as a new component of communicating 
key information to their customers or supplying the 
ability to reach the Internet for their customers.
The Role of a High School Website
High school websites have started to make a 
transition from a list of information available to all, to 
a more interactive media that can give the person 
accessing the site a lot of ways to explore the school's 
vision, mission, and overall goals for any given year. It 
is clear that the Internet is here to stay as 
communications tool, so the questions is, how are teachers 
and parents going to use it? Many syllabi given to 
students the first day of class now contain webpage 
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addresses that the students and parents can use to access 
homework, class schedules, important class dates, teacher 
contact information, and even school supplies lists.
Parents now have a way to access information from the site 
at any time of the day, and whenever the question crosses 
their mind. The role of the teacher is to use the site to 
answer parent questions and a good site or page will offer 
up these answers before a parent asks them. Teachers 
should use previous questions to improve their personal 
sites to continually be ready for parent's inquiries.
The role of the school site differs slightly from
that of the teacher's, in that it is giving school
information, and rarely gives specifics about an 
individual class (such as homework assignments) which are 
addressed by the teacher's individual pages. The role of 
the school site takes on that of the information center 
for the parents and children in the community. Don
Tapscott (1998) shows this by writing;
All forms of communication technologies 
including letter writing, the printing press, 
the telegraph, telephone, radio, television, and 
the mainframe computer are concerned with 
transmission of information. In many ways, the 
Internet is the first interactive means of 
social transmission since the village 
storyteller in that both the storyteller and the 
story (i.e., both the information and its 
source) are present to all members of the tribe 
and subject to collective scrutiny, (p.80)
16


CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
Chapter Three documents the steps used in developing 
the project. School's today offer many different ways for 
parents to stay in contact, but none offer the convenience 
of the high school website. Looking at a website from the 
user's standpoint allows for a Webmaster to answer 
important questions before they are asked by phone or 
email, which can take up a lot of time for secretaries and 
other school employees. A good Webmaster should look to 
provide updated information, and incorporate ideas and 
concepts found on other school's pages. Many Webmasters 
have limited training and put up information that is given 
to them via administration or faculty, but do not search 
out and update the information on their own schedule. This 
can lead to many different types of school websites, even 
in the same school district or county. Using the data 
given from the Webmaster's surveys, certain areas proved 
to have a lot of use and some, such as including the 
information in another language, seemed to have no 
application on their sites. Determining which data is 
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used, which needs to be there for use, and which has no 
real need was the main function of the data collection.
There were many steps taken to narrow down the 
specific information needed to clarify what aspects were 
the most important for a high school website. First, a 
survey was created using all of the main options available 
on each of the Riverside County high school website 
homepages that were currently online. That data was 
compiled and turned into questions that formed the survey 
(appendix A) that was sent out to all of the Riverside 
County High School Webmasters to determine what they 
believed to be the most important aspects of a site. This 
is crucial, because the data taken from the survey creates 
the categories of what to look for as important on each 
site. The survey was created in Microsoft Word, and 
emailed to each Riverside County Webmaster with an 
explanation of the project and the benefits of the project 
for their sites. Riverside County was chosen as the 
location for this project because it is close in proximity 
to California State University San Bernardino, and offered 
travelable access for delivery or pick up of items needed 
for research from the schools, university, or the library. 
Each returned survey was then given a random number and 
stored until data could be compiled. Once enough surveys 
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had been returned, they were broken down to create a table 
in Microsoft Excel of the 20 most important aspects that 
would be looked for on each of the high school sites 
(appendix B). Using the table, each site was documented to 
either have or not have the aspects on the table available 
on their site. Once all of the sites had been charted on 
the table, the data was broken down into percentages 
(appendix C), to show which aspects were in use, and which 
aspects were important to the success of the sites that 
were currently available to the communities in Riverside 
County.
The process of using the survey to identify the top
20 aspects of a high school website, and the data analysis 
table to verify which of those were the most used and most 
important aspects for the community, led to the creation 
of a template that all Webmasters can use or incorporate 
in their sites (appendix E). The template gives 
opportunity to a struggling site or one that consistently 
changes Webmasters. The data clearly shows that certain 
aspects are more important and more relevant than others.
Population Served
The high schools represented in this project are 
located in Riverside County, California. Each high school 
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included in this project had various students' ages 
ranging from 13-19. These schools differed in student 
population and socio-economic status, but all are under 
the guidance of the Riverside County Office of Education. 
There are various levels of Internet use in the homes of 
Riverside County students, and some areas are a lot higher 
than others. All middle or high schools in Riverside 
County offer courses that cover Internet use for students 
and all students should have or will be taught this 
knowledge in this county.
The Webmaster population served by this study is any 
school employee partaking on the path of high school 
website construction. Many Webmasters are teachers, 
technology employees, or district employees that are 
volunteered for the job or have it added as an adjunct 
duty to their list of responsibilities. Anyone looking to 
create a school website and needing guidance on what is 
relevant should use this study and template as their 
guide.
Data Collection
Using the table created by information from the 
Webmaster's surveys, each website was scoured thoroughly 
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for each piece of information that the table charted. It 
covered these areas of data:
• Current information available on the site
• Available student grades
• School policies and procedures
• Current school calendar
• Class descriptions
• A principal's message
• Current school announcements
• ESLRs (Expected School-wide Learning Results)
• Vision or mission statements
• Site offered in other languages
• Staff email addresses listed on the site
• Staff webpages listed
• School contact information listed
• Education links for students
• Graduation requirements
• Athletics information
• Community links
• SARC (School Report Card)
® Bell. Schedules
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Using the table to find the information on each page 
allowed for data to be collected, identifying which 
aspects were important for each site, and ones that are 
universally used for communication with their community. 
If the information was on the site, it was given a yes on 
the table for that site. If it was not available on the 
site at the time of access, it was given a no. All table 
data was gathered at the same time, and no specific site 
had any advantage in time (example: comparing 2004 data 
vs. 2006 data).
Data Analysis
Using the Webmaster's surveys, there were 20 items 
that were the most consistent on all surveys, and they 
were used to create the Excel table that charted the 
percentage of sites that had that function available. 
Taking that information and charting the percentage of 
times it appeared on a site in the county gives insight 
into what is being used to share information on current 
sites. It is important to note that 97.5% of the sites 
that were up and running had current information that 
pertained to events of that month or year, and had not 
fallen by the wayside. A page ceases to be useful once it 
does not display current information for a long period of 
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time, and it was important to see that these sites were 
still being modified on a somewhat regular basis.
When we look at what types of communication channels 
are already in use between the school and parents, we find 
that the typical old style of parent newsletters, mailed 
letters home, phone calls home, or parent signature slips 
tend to be the main ways that parents get their 
information from the school. Parent email has started to 
become a way to ask questions quickly, although not 
everyone on staff checks email on a regular basis and this 
can stifle the communications process.
Students, however, get more one-on-one attention from 
teachers and faculty, and usually will have messages 
delivered in person. Other ways that students are involved 
in getting school information can be morning announcements 
(video or oral), assemblies, student letters from 
administration, or setting up appointments with teachers, 
counselors, or administration. A website that answers 
questions, posts needed forms or letters of information, 
and is regularly updated can give students the ability to 
check these items on their own, saving everyone involved a 
lot of time and productivity.
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Template Design
The template for this project was designed using 
Dreamweaver MX software to create editable .htm files. All 
of these template files together create a website that is 
set up as a fill in the blank template for ease of use by 
the Webmaster. Each page template is designed with the 
same layout in mind, but is set up for different 
information to be entered by the user.
The layout design of any website needs to focus on 
the main reason that visitors come to a website; 
information. A site needs to be designed with a user's 
ability to find and access the information that the site 
has available. The design for the template for this 
project is a top to bottom approach, where the information 
is presented to the user from the top of the page down.
There are 7 key layout components to a school website 
that need to be in place to ensure that information can be 
accessed by the user. The key components include:
1. A navigation structure and/or site menu
2. Hyperlinks to other pages on the site or other 
websites (buttons or text)
3. A functional/user friendly design that allows 
users to find information
4. Information or data (text)
26
5. Images or web graphics
6. Page titles
7. A Webmaster email link/contact link
Figure 1. Template with Key Layout Components Numbered
The navigation structure is set up in 2 ways to help 
user's access information, and should be located on every 
page in the site. The first structure is located at the 
very top of the page and is a button/link structure. Each 
button is linked to a page that corresponds to the 
button's title, making it easier to find information. The 
second structure is a jump menu, located next to the page 
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title in the top middle of the page. It allows users to 
quickly access any of the main pages of the website. 
Hyperlinks are also an important part of the navigation of 
the Internet, and allow users to jump from page to page 
easily. The ensure that the project templates include each 
of the 7 key areas in their layout, 3 high school staff 
members were surveyed to make sure that the layout was 
user friendly.
Template Development
The website template is made up of 14 page templates 
that are linked together and set up in a ready to use 
format. There is a template page for each of the main 
areas of the website that were found to be important in 
the webmaster survey and the data analysis table. Some 
items from that table were not able to be turned into 
pages, such as:
• Whether or not the site is current
• If a school has a site online
• If the site is available in another language
• If they were documents that needed to be linked 
to the site (ESLRs, school rules, etc.)
Each template has the same layout, but offers different 
information. The templates outline what information should 
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be added, and where it should go, making it easy for 
anyone to turn the template into a webpage.
The layout design for the template was tested for 
accuracy by a survey (Appendix F) given to 3 technology 
staff members at Great Oak High School in Temecula, CA 
(Riverside County). The survey consisted of 3 questions to 
ensure that the layout design was viable for the project 
specifications, that it covered the key components, and 
that the template was editable and useable by any 
Webmaster. The survey also asked for suggestions for 
improvement if any was needed.
Results from the survey confirmed that the template 
did include the 7 key design elements. 100% of the 
surveyed staff responded that all key elements were there, 
that the layout was functional, and that the template was 
editable and useable for a basic skilled Webmaster. 1 
survey had 2 suggestions for improvement; 1) adding a 
color scheme to the template, and 2) including more button 
options for the top navigation system. Each of these 
suggestions are possibilities, but not necessarily needed 
for the template to work. The template is to be used as an 
outline for the school's color scheme and design look, and 
shouldn't have a predetermined feel. This should ensure 
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that different schools can implement this website template 
without them all looking the same.
Implementation
The created templates from this project will be 
available for Webmasters, and can be used to build a new 
website, update an older website, or to incorporate some 
of the template ideas into their current website 
structures. The page templates will be compressed into a 
.zip format and will be available as a download. The 
templates are also available on the CD-rom version of this 
project. Using the templates, a Webmaster will be able to 
quickly put together a website for their school.
Summary
This project was developed from the 2004-2006 school 
years. Data was collected from the Webmasters and the 
websites during this time to be able to get a complete 
view of the website usage of the communities in Riverside 
County, California.
The Webmaster surveys gave a very strong insight into 
the usage of their pages, including how they were created, 
how often they were updated, and what areas they thought 
needed improvement on their own sites. These surveys 
allowed for the creation of the table that could be used 
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to evaluate each website, and determine the relevant 
information that needed to be there to make it a useful 
tool for the community it served. The table gave a clear 
percentage of usage for that data, and shows that some 
items are either used more, or easier for the webmasters 
to create and apply to their current sites.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction
Included in Chapter Four was a presentation of the 
result of completing the project. Further, the items that 
must be present when constructing a site to be useful. It 
is important to note that 89% of the high schools in 
Riverside County had websites online at the time of data 
collection (40 out of 45). That some schools did not offer 
a website can be explained by many different 
possibilities; including a change in Webmaster, a loss in 
funding for the site, a district change in website policy, 
a principal change with different website beliefs, etc. 
This project covers a large portion of the high schools 
represented in Riverside County, and allows for accurate 
data to be taken from the websites.
Website Mapping
Each site must be mapped according to the importance 
of information. Having an easy to follow design, along 
with an easy to use interface will help the flow of 
information from the site to the user. It is important to 
have a home page that offers a site map to users, and 
possibly a search function (Google offers this) to find 
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key bits of data in a timely manner. Most pages have a 
title, links, data, and pictures or graphics. Having too 
much detail can leave a site cluttered and unmanageable. 
Text should be relevant to what users are looking for, and 
pictures are there to guide or pass along information 
without getting in the way. Pictures can be large in size, 
and should be modified so they do not take a long time to 
load on the page.
Another important item that should be carried 
throughout the site is a navigation bar. Key pages that 
will be accessed a lot should be linked in the navigation 
bar to prevent users from having to go back to the home 
page to find information. Figure 2 shows how navigation 
bars are set up to allow the user to quickly and easily 
search through a website, and jump from one idea to the 
next. Once a site has been mapped out, and has a 
navigation bar with important links on it, it is time to 
begin construction.
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Figure 2 Sample Webpiage with. Navigation Bar
Website Design
When starting- the design of any site, the Webmaster 
must look at many different facts. First, what type df 
population is this -site, going to. serve? Is it going to be 
mainly used by students, staff, or people in the 
community? Webmasters can use . these .questions' . to develop a 
site that gives all users the ability to find the 
information they need or request it from the Webmaster. 
Every page should- include a. link to the' Webmaster' s email 
so that they can give■feedback on the type of data that 
they are looking for within the site.
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Second, what media will be used to create the page, 
and how will that affect the speed at which it is created 
and maintained? There are many different types of web 
design programs, and Webmasters are often stuck with the 
program used throughout the district as their main site 
construction program. Different programs such as 
Macromedia's Dreamweaver MX (shown in Figure 3), 
Microsoft's Frontpage, and Adobe's PageMill are all 
examples of good software that are currently used in 
districts throughout the United States. Depending on the 
level of the Webmaster, each program has various levels of 
ease or difficulty, with Dreamweaver being for the 
advanced user all the way to Frontpage for the beginner. 
Using the right software can really help the Webmaster get 
comfortable with his or her responsibility with the site.
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Figure 3. Dreamweaver MX Screenshot
Third, what type of maintenance plan will be in place 
so that the Webmaster keeps the information current? The 
data shows that one of the most important areas for a 
website is having current data. Webmasters need to plan on 
having a routine that allows them to continually update 
pages throughout the site, while still looking to ever 
evolve the look, feel, and data found within it. The 
maintenance plan should address these questions:
1. Who is responsible for updating the site?
2. When will updating occur (regular interval or as 
data comes in)?
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3. How will others convey a need for changing of 
data to the Webmaster (email, phone, note in 
box, etc.)?
4. How will teacher pages be dealt with (teachers 
update or Webmaster updates)?
5. Who will take over the web duties if the 
Webmaster is out or leaves the position?
Each area of the plan covers some basic steps to ensure 
that the site doesn't fall into disuse, and gives the 
community a comfort knowing that the information is looked 
after and the goal of the site is to be kept current.
Presentation of the Findings
By taking the data from the Webmaster surveys, and 
using it to create a table of 20 "what to look for items" 
on the websites, it is clear that some information is 
needed, some is nice to have, and some doesn't appear to 
have a lot of use. Figure 4 below shows the 10 items that 
have 50% or more of the sites with that information. It 
can be gleaned from this, that that information is 
important and relevant to a Webmaster when creating a 
site, as it appears more often in our data. Information 
not offered as often is either difficult for the Webmaster 
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to create or find, or is- less relevant to a high school 
website when looking for key aspects.
Top 10 Aspects
Categories
□ Information 
Current
■ School Contact 
Info Listed
□ Website Online
□ School Calendar
■ Athletics 
Information
□ Principal's 
Message
H Education Links
□ Bell Schedules
■ Vision or Mission 
Statements
■ Class 
Descriptions
Figure 4. Top 10 Website Aspects
The most important aspect as per the data is current 
information. This is a logical choice, because without 
current information, there is no real long term 
communication taking place between the website and the 
community. It shows statistically that if a school is 
taking the time to create a website, it is also putting in 
resources to keep it running. The other most common aspect
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that was on 95% of sites was school contact information.
This data shows that schools find it very important to 
have a quick resource for communication beyond that of 
what the website may offer. It also gives the user the 
ability to quickly locate the school in case they need to 
go there for face-to-face contact.
The information that was found to be less relevant to 
the communication needs of the website is listed in figure 
4 below. It shows the areas that received little or no 
emphasis by the webmasters in the county, and gives an 
idea of what types of information should be considered 
optional when designing a page. Some information that may 
well be relevant, such as grades online, may not be easy 
to put up, or may rely on someone other than the Webmaster 
(teachers) to complete; therefore it is not found on very 
many sites. This list (figure 5) could be used to expand 
the website once it is up and running and the Webmaster 
has time to figure out all of the nuisances of the site 
they are creating.
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Discussion of the Findings
As this project began, it was trying to discover what 
Webmasters believed were the important aspects to a high 
school website. What was found was that there are many 
important elements, but some extend beyond as more 
relevant to a sites infrastructure than others. If a site 
is going to communicate fully with the community, it needs 
to have as much relevant information on the site as 
possible, but it also needs to have a navigational 
structure that doesn't make it impossible to find that 
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information. This project illustrates that the main 
priority with Webmasters is giving current information, 
and a way for the school to be contacted if questions 
arise. All future websites should keep this as the basis 
for why they are there, to' give the community access to 
their key information, or a way to contact the school for 
it.
Conclusions
The conclusions based on the data from the project 
follow:
1. The returned Webmaster surveys showed a wide 
variety of experience in the Webmasters for each 
school. The training for all Webmasters varied, 
and many used different software programs to 
create their sites. Webmaster time and training 
is essential in ensuring success of a school 
site.
2. English is the primary language for Riverside 
County educational sites, as no other language 
was offered by any of the school sites. It is 
astonishing Spanish was not offered due to the 
fact that many of the schools had predominately 
Hispanic populations with Spanish speaking 
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parents at home, and that the Webmasters had 
this as an important aspect and one of use on 
their surveys. This would be an area that some 
Webmasters would need to improve to further 
reach their population. This would also make for 
a good future study to determine the use of 
Spanish or other languages on high school 
websites.
3. Only 2.5% of the sites had grades posted and 
available to parents via the site at the time of 
data collection. This number is extremely low, 
and could be an area that principals will want 
to focus on to help reach their parents and help 
the students in a proactive way by having up to 
date grade checking available. This will 
probably happen more as software becomes easier 
for teachers to use, and allows them to easily 
update their gradebooks to the web.
4. This project demonstrated a need for a template 
of information for Webmasters, as only 4 
categories had 75% or more on sites in Riverside 
County, and shows a need for a more uniform 
standard.
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5. The data proves that having a website online, 
with current information available will enhance 
the communication between the school and the 
community by giving them another avenue to 
receive information from the school, and in some 
cases, send it back.
6. The template survey showed that a website 
template should be user friendly. It is 
important that any Webmaster can access the 
files and edit them to their needs quickly and 
easily. The more work that is done for people 
ahead of time, the more likely they are to use 
it.
Summary
This project establishes a template for future 
Webmasters to use to produce a website that is useful for 
the community it services. There are several suggestions 
and recommendations for creating a successful and useful 
website. The first suggestion is to make sure the person 
becoming the Webmaster understands the job of Webmaster 
fully before taking on the challenge. It is important to 
make sure that the employee's web production skills are 
adequate for the job, or that training will be made 
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available to the employee so that they will be able to 
construct a useable site for the community. Time also 
needs to be allotted for this project, as items must be 
tracked down, information must be digitized or typed, and 
pages must constantly be edited. Without enough time to 
perform the task at hand, the Webmaster will not keep a 
useable product online. If a teacher is responsible for 
the site, they should be given an extra paid prep period 
to prepare and update pages as changes are needed. If it 
is a school or district employee, they need to have time 
allotted during their day for them to specifically work on 
their Webmaster duties. Ensuring time and compensation for 
the Webmaster will give the end product a more polished 
feel, and a better chance of communicating with the 
community.
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APPENDIX A
WEBMASTER SURVEY
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Key Information for the Effective 
Communication of a 
High School Website 
(This survey is to be taken only by the current high 
school Webmaster)
1. What type of population is served by the website at your school? (Highlight One)
Poor- Economically Diverse - Middle Class - Wealthy
2. How long have you been the Webmaster of your schools site?_______________________ .
3. What program do you use to construct your site (Dreamweaver, Frontpage, etc.)._________________
4. Is the site hosted by the district, or as a separate site?_________________________________________
5. What is the size of your student population? (Ex. 2500)________________________________________ t
Part 1: Technical and Visual aspects of the high school 
website you produce.
As you read the questions below, put an X in the yes or no column for each.
YES NO
Does the homepage in the site take a long time to load?
Are the colors on the site eye friendly for the user?
Are there headings and subheadings on the page? 
• If so, are they helpful for users?
Do you believe the look of your site is on par with other high school sites?
Is the Webmasters e-mail address included on homepage?
Is there a date on the page that tells you when it was last updated? 
• If so, is it current?
Is the format standard and readable with all browsers?
Does the site offer a site map?
Do you think the look of the site makes a difference in the usability of it for some users?
On supporting pages, is there a link back to the home page or an interface on all pages 
that is completely linked throughout the site?
Are the links clearly visible and explanatory?
Are there sound files on the page?
• Videos?
» Flash Movies?
• Pictures?
Part One Extras
Is there any other information that you would like to share about the technical or visual aspects of your 
schools site that was not asked above?
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Part 2: Content & Communication
As you read the questions below, put an X in the yes or no column for each.
YES NO
Are all pages appropriately titled for the information offered on them?
Is the purpose of the page indicated somewhere on the page?
If there is no date, is the information current?
Is the website updated.nearly every day?
Do you think the information offered on the site is useful to the community reading it?
Is information easy to find in the site?
Do most of the pictures supplement the content of the page?
Does the principal have a page of information up for the community to read?
Do teachers have their own pages up for students and parents to find info from?
Does your site offer online classes?
Does your site offer a course list w/explanations of each course?
Does your site offer a student handbook/school policies?
Does your site offer grades online?
Do teachers have access to district email via the site?
Do students have email access through the site?
Does your site offer emails and phone numbers for teachers?
• Administration?
• Office Staff?
Is there a link to the district website?
Does your site have educational links for students?
Does your site offer information on school programs or clubs?
Does your site offer information on athletics?
Does your site offer information on SAT and ACT testing information?
Is the school vision statement located somewhere on the site?
Are the school's ESLRs located somewhere on the site?
Are school forms located on the site for downloading?
Is there a campus map that shows all school locations?
Is the school report card information offered somewhere on the site?
Can users access the school calendar of events?
Are there links to sites that would be helpful for teachers?
Are daily or weekly announcements on the site?
Can students and parents find the school's graduation requirements?
Does someone continually edit site content?
Is there biographical information for staff located on the site?
Is there a school newsletter on the site?
Can a community member find current school test results on the site?
Are there links to information about the community/area?
Is the school’s address located on the homepaqe?
Do you consider communication with the community you serve as the main reason for 
your schools site?
Part Two Extras
Is there any other information that you would like to share about the content or communication aspects of 
your school’s site that was not asked above?
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Narrative Explanation
Is there any other type of communication that you offer through your schools websi te that should 
be considered a key component to a high school website being able to effectively communicate 
with its community that isn’t addressed above? What information do you offer on your site that 
you feel is the most informative to the community you serve? Please add any further comments 
that are relevant to this study below.
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey!
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APPENDIX B
HIGH SCHOOL DATA TABLE
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Riverside County High School Data Table
High School
Graduation 
Requirements
Athletics 
Information
Community. 
Links
SARC- 
School 
Report 
■ Card
Beil 
Schedules
Alvord High School No No No No No
Arlington High School Yes Yes No No Yes
Banning High School No No No No No
Beaumont High School No No No No No
Buena Vista High School No No No No No
Canyon Springs High School No Yes No Yes Yes
Cathedral City High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Centennial High School No Yes No Yes Yes
Chaparral High School Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Coachella Valley High School No No No Yes Yes
Corona High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Desert Hot Springs High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Desert Mirage High School No No No No No
Elsinore High School No Yes No Yes Yes
Great Oak High School No Yes Yes No No
Hamilton School (K-12) No Yes No No No
Hemet High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Indio High School No Yes No No No
J. W. North High School Yes Yes No No No
La Quinta High School Yes Yes Yes No No
La Sierra High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
March Mountain High School No No No No Yes
Martin Luther King High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Moreno Valley High School No Yes No No Yes
Murrieta Valley High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Norco High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Norte Vista High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Palm Desert High School Yes No No Yes Yes
Palm Springs High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Palo Verde Valley High School No No No No No
Paloma Valley High School No No No No No
Perris High School No Yes No Yes No
Phoenix High School No No No Yes No
Poly High School (Riverside) Yes Yes No No Yes
Ramona High School Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Rancho Verde High School No No Yes No No
Rubidoux High School No Yes No Yes No
San Jacinto High School No No Yes No No
Santiago High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Temecula Valley High School Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Temescal Canyon High School No No No No No
Valley View High School No Yes No No Yes
Vista del Lago High School No No No No No
Vista Murrieta High School No Yes No No Yes
West Valley High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
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Riverside County High School Data Table
High School
Offers Site In 
Other 
Languages
Staff Email's 
Listed
School 
Contact Info 
Listed
Has Staff 
Websites 
Listed
Education 
Links For 
Students
Alvord High School No No No No No
Arlington High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Banning High School No No No No No
Beaumont High School No No No No No
Buena Vista High School No No Yes No No
Canyon Springs High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Cathedral City High School No Yes Yes No No
Centennial High School No No Yes Yes No
Chaparral High School No No Yes Yes Yes
Coachella Valley High School No No Yes No Yes
Corona High School No No Yes No No
Desert Hot Springs High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Desert Mirage High School No No No No No
Elsinore High School No No Yes No Yes
Great Oak High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Hamilton School (K-12) No No Yes No No
Hemet High School No No Yes Yes No
Indio High School No No Yes Yes Yes
J. W. North High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
La Quinta High School No No Yes No Yes
La Sierra High School No No Yes Yes Yes
March Mountain High School No No Yes No No
Martin Luther King High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Moreno Valley High School No Yes No No Yes
Murrieta Valley High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Norco High School No No Yes No Yes
Norte Vista High School No Yes Yes No No
Palm Desert High School No Yes Yes No No
Palm Springs High School No Yes Yes No No
Palo Verde Valley High School No No No No No
Paloma Valley High School NO No Yes No Yes
Perris High School No NO Yes No Yes
Phoenix High School No No Yes No No
Poly High School (Riverside) No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Ramona High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Rancho Verde High School No No Yes No Yes
Rubidoux High School No No Yes No No
San Jacinto High School No No Yes No Yes
Santiago High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Temecula Valley High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Temescal Canyon High School No No No No Yes
Valley View High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vista del Lago High School No Yes Yes Yes No
Vista Murrieta High School No Yes Yes Yes No
West Valley High School No No Yes Yes Yes
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Riverside County High Schooi Data Table
High School
Grades 
Available On 
Site
Principal's 
Message On 
Site;
Current 
Announce­
ments ESLRs
Vision or 
Mission 
Statements
Alvord High School No No No No No
Arlington High School No No Yes No No
Banning High School No No No No No
Beaumont High School No No No No No
Buena Vista High School No Yes No Yes Yes
Canyon Springs High School No No No No No
Cathedral City High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Centennial High School No Yes Yes No No
Chaparral High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Coachella Valley High School No No No Yes Yes
Corona High School No No No Yes Yes
Desert Hot Springs High School No No Yes Yes Yes
Desert Mirage High School No No No No No
Elsinore High School No Yes No No Yes
Great Oak High School No . Yes No Yes Yes
Hamilton School (K-12) No Yes No Yes Yes
Hemet High School No Yes Yes No No
Indio High School No No Yes No No
J. W. North High School No No No Yes Yes
La Quinta High School Yes No Yes No No
La Sierra High School No Yes No Yes Yes
March Mountain High School No Yes No No Yes
Martin Luther King High School No Yes Yes Yes No
Moreno Valley High School No No No No No
Murrieta Valley High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Norco High School No Yes Yes Yes No
Norte Vista High School No Yes No No No
Palm Desert High School No Yes No No No
Palm Springs High School No Yes No No No
Palo Verde Valley High School No No No No No
Paloma Valley High School No No No No bio
Perris High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Phoenix High School No No No No Yes
Poly High School (Riverside) No Yes Yes No No
Ramona High School No No No Yes Yes
Rancho Verde High School No Yes No No No
Rubidoux High School No Yes Yes No No
San Jacinto High School No Yes No No Yes
Santiago High School No Yes Yes No Yes
Temecula Valley High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Temescal Canyon High School No No No No No
Valley View High School No Yes No No Yes
Vista del Lago High School No No No No No
Vista Murrieta High School No Yes Yes No No
West Valley High School No Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Riverside County High School Data Table
HighSchool Website-Online
Information 
Current
School 
Policies On 
Site
School 
Calendar 
On Site
Class 
Descriptions 
On .Site
Alvord High School No No No No No
Arlington High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Banning High School No No No No No
Beaumont High School No No No "" No ’ No
Buena Vista High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Canyon Springs High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cathedral City High School Yes Yes No No No
Centennial High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Chaparral High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Coachella Valley High School Yes Yes No No No
Corona High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Desert Hot Springs High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Desert Mirage High School No No No No No
Elsinore High School Yes Yes No No Yes
Great Oak High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Hamilton School (K-12) Yes Yes No No No
Hemet High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Indio High School Yes Yes No Yes No
J. W. North High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
La Quinta High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
La Sierra High School Yes Yes No Yes Yes
March Mountain High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Martin Luther King High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Moreno Valley High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Murrieta Valley High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Norco High School Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Norte Vista High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Palm Desert High School Yes Yes Yes No No
Palm Springs High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Palo Verde Valley High School No No No No No
Paloma Valley High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Perris High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Phoenix High School Yes No No Yes No
Poly High School (Riverside) Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Ramona High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rancho Verde High School Yes Yes No No No
Rubidoux High School Yes Yes No Yes No
San Jacinto High School Yes Yes NO Yes No
Santiago High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Temecula Valley High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Temescal Canyon High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Valley View High School Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Vista del Lago High School Yes Yes No Yes No
Vista Murrieta High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
West Valley High School Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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APPENDIX C
DATA RESULTS CHART
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Data Results Chart 100% = 40 High Schools
5 High Schools Not Online
Information Current 97.5 %
School Contact Info Listed 95%
Website Online 89%
School Calendar On Site 82.5%
Athletics Information 75%
Principal’s Message On Site 65%
Education Links For Students 65%
Bell Schedules 62.5%
Vision or Mission Statements 52.5%
Class Descriptions On Site 50%
Staff Email Listed 47.5%
Current Announcements 45%
SARC - School Report Card 45%
School Policies On Site 42.5%
Graduation Requirements 40%
ESLRs 37.5%
Has Staff Websites Listed 37.5%
Community Links 32.5%
Grades Available On Site 2.5%
Offers Site In Other Languages 0%
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE RIVERSIDE COUNTY WEBSITES
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Alumni
Bell Schedules
Calendar
College & Career 
Center
Clubs and Groups
Contact Form
Home
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Welcome. to. Chaparral High, School Online - Microsoft Internet, Explorer
Favorites Tools Help
M
nn
 i 
i I 
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w
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 tin
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 ni
nt
itt
i ‘t
itt
ilt
ii 
Fl
ti;
 i nHi
Ti
T
.kl2.ca.us/
Chaparral Home 
Academics 
Activities 
Athletics
Bell Schedule 
CHSEd. Fnd. 
College/Career 
Directory 
Library 
Maps/Directrons 
PTSA
School News 
Student Support 
Teachars
a
© *4jb  0 X ® 7^ Favorites
Tentpouta Valjey School District q DaBy Bulletin ' Contact Us -
pecial Education Parent Night is being held in tt
’ A"
Trustworthiness
Respect
Responsibility
Fairness
Caring
Citizenship
•o
3S
AcinHstradan Acatlcnilcs
Important. ‘fqrms/Irfq;
Senior Parking 9/10
Activities
IS
]■ I i.^ Internet'_____ J „ i
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Cor,ona^yigh.School.Index,Rage - Microsoft Internet Explorer
:■ File Edit View Favorites Tools Help 1 as
i ©Ba* ’ © • 0 @ @ 0 .X 0 J© Search Favorites | ’ Hi 0
: Address |||] http://www.cnusd.kl2.ca.us/corona%2Dhs/ |v]| S Go !: Unto .*  j: ®g - ■
Corona High School
A California Distinguished High Schoo
v Corona High School wins Distinguished Hig
"V—"y........... ,.^.T ...... _______________ ■t* _____ j .... Lil
. _ . ________ _ _ _ J’Mlntemet. .............................. J
Principal's Message
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$lLWest Valley High School -.Microsoft Internet Explorer;
j File Edit View Favorites Tools Help
Address http://www.anderson.kl2.ca.us/wvhs/
West Valley High School
3805 Happy Valley Road, Cottonwood, CA 9.6022 (530) 347-7171
Academics • Activities: * Administration ' Athletics ” Counseling • Discipline " Library ’
Quick Links
Home
Online Grades Account Setup 
Online Grades Login 
AUIISD Site 
Bus Schedules 
Career Center 
Cottonwood Chamber of 
Commerce
Current Calendar 
Departments 
ESLRs
■ Faculty
Monthly Newsletter 
Online Card Catalog
Help
Information
Accountability Report (SARD)
Bell Schedule
Board Meeting Agenda
Class Schedule
Daily Bulletin 
Library, Search Tools 
Scholarship Bulletin
Sports Schedules
Staff Directory 
Staff Email
Teacher Bios 
Tech Work Orders 
Tutoring Schedule
Health Coverage Appplication
Internet
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APPENDIX E
TEMPLATE AND EXAMPLE SCREENSHOTS
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Macromedia Qreamweaver MX - [Bislw^Hi^ji’SchJ(ol'(Jern|jlaJefl_ndeX.htrri’)i' 2
School Logo Here ^Buttons Here
Picture w/Blur Effect Here
A.
•Pvhieipai - Name Here
Ain wun c einentsZN ews
; Student Picture Here
•Announcements Here.
'J STiT"T7TLTTZ7
^Untitled-Q index.hlm|‘
<bodi)>
j Home Page jvj| !
. ................................ I Quicklinks Here
School Intro Here : J
: ! : gl
.. ~L Tm. 2Z ihi
Z78k334>^ 4K(2seol\
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Hi3
" ? x
i
Macromedia.Dfeannveayer;MX : [BisJiop,HigliJ'Schq.ol’(Example/index.htm)]
Title: I Bishop High School
Ari Atntetcs Cc-wirr. CotiJaot Vs, Couna>ilh a (acuity. wades.
^CQmmonf<^^ut|^Kt]^^s]^^sj^^syl^platespC^a^ers[:Med»a|Head]^tipt^AppllcationfQoodl&s|
[£l rife @ @ ^3. H KB |
File Edit View Insert Modify Text Commands Site- Window Help
Principal ~ Mark 3 ones
Aluioiuwements'News
t?x..
.Welcome to Bishop 
High. School! Our goal 
education first is 
clear and fundamental,
| Untitled4~pnde8.hlrn J 
<body>.
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APPENDIX F
TEMPLATE SURVEY
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High School Website 
Template Survey 
(This survey is to be taken by members of a 
high school technology staff)
Please open the attached website template files and complete the survey below. Circle Yes or No 
for each question.
1. Does the template cover these 7 key components of a school website?
1. A navigation structure and/or site menu
2. Hyperlinks to other pages on the site or other websites (buttons or texQ
3. A tunctionat/user friendly design that allows users to find Information
4. Information or data (text)
5. Images or wab graphics
6. Page titles
7. A Webmaster email llnk/contact link
Yes - No
2. Is the layout functional, and does it make i( easy to find information on‘the site?
Yes - No
3. is the template editable and useable for the creation of a website by and basic skilled Webmaster?
Yes - Wo
Suggestions for Improvement
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